
PERU - MAYANTUYACU RETREAT 
JUNE 13th – 26th 2020 

 
With Susana Bustos, Ph.D. 

 
 It has been fifteen years since I have been accompanying committed men and women into the heart of the Peruvian 
rainforest to work with Asháninkan healer and teacher Juan Flores Salazar at his Mayantuyacu center. This 2020 journey is 
inspired by the vision of hope and renewal this beginning of a decade brings.  

I am inviting a small group of men and women committed to their inner paths to an immersion in nature, with 
nature, and through nature; individuals willing to support the co-creation of a safe and solid container for each other; and 
who are ready to go deep into their own healing, blind spots, and overall growth. I will be accompanying and facilitating 
the process all the way through. 
 

The work 
I met maestro Juan Flores in 2004, when studying Vegetalismo, a traditional medical system that works with plant 

sentiences to address illness and other imbalances. From breast cancer recovery to restoring back a sense of inner 
wholeness, I have witnessed the varied range of action of this shamanic oriented tradition. Moreover, through the years, my path as a person, a woman, mom, teacher, 
and healer have enormously expanded and deepened through the ways Juan holds. And I’d like to share this with you. 
 

The place 
Mayantuyacu (spirits of the mountain, spirits of the river), is about 2-3 hours drive away from the city of Pucallpa. A secluded healing spot of its own, the land 

is crossed by a boiling river, inhabited by large trees within a rainforest ecosystem that hosts most of the healing plants used. The center resembles a small local 
settlement: constructions are simple; there is no Internet, and electricity runs only a few hours per day. 
 

The journey 
The maximum size group is 12 participants. They will join me in Lima on June 13th. We’ll fly early next morning to Pucallpa and then drive to Mayantuyacu. 

We’ll return to Lima on June 26th, which will give us about twelve full days at the center.  
As always, my now 10 years old daughter will be traveling with us. If you feel called to bring your kid, know that the place is more suitable for kids 7 and 

older and that I have a protocol in place to ponder this decision together.  
 

1. Preparation: 
Through one or two personal interviews (online or in person), you and I will first assess whether this journey is a good fit for you. If so, you will receive 
material to read in preparation for the journey, and we’ll then fine-tune on your current process and intention for the work with individual meeting(s). Once 
the group is established, we will also have two online group calls in order to get to know each other and start building our container. 
 
2. Immersion: 
The structure of the work at the center follows three threads: 

Healing thread 
! Starts with an individual meeting with the maestro to discuss your health concerns, intention for the retreat, and delineate a treatment plan for you. 



! Plant work consists of ceremonial purge(s); medicine work every third day; individual plant diet depending on your health condition (not in isolation if this 
is your first time joining my journeys) 

! Process work will be held by me through group circles every other day and individual consultations as needed 
Learning thread 

! Teaching sessions on Vegetalismo cosmology and practices (1-2 during our stay) and walks through the forest to identify plants and trees will be led by the 
Mayantuyacu team 

! I will be leading you in the hands on preparation of a plant remedy and song learning 
Free time thread 

! Swims in the pond or waterfall, natural steam baths by the boiling river, and walks in the jungle ad libitum. Spontaneous eve gatherings around 
storytelling, music making, and crafting together have happened in the past, led by participants themselves with their own talents 

 
Daily activities are scheduled as we go, as they depend largely on the energy levels of the group (this is hard inner work!), as well as on the rhythm that the 
center provides (in terms of meals and ritual work), and on the maestro’s own schedule. 
We will be assigned individual or group accommodations by the center, depending on availability (there might be other groups or individuals at the center), 
though there is usually flexibility to meet personal needs. 

 
3. Integration: 
Coming out of the retreat and resettling into your current life situation is a process, and it takes time and rest, as well as energy and focus. I will share 
guidelines for integration before we leave the center. In addition, we’ll do two group Skype integration calls, as well as one individual integration session with 
me after we arrive back home.  

 
 

Cost 
The cost for the journey is US $3,000, which includes full coverage except for your international flight tickets and ground transportation to and from the 

airport to our Hostal in Lima (around US$20 each way).  
A US$850 non-refundable deposit is due by April 13th. Full payment is due June 1st. Deposit and payment guidelines will be sent individually upon 

completing the application process (interview and assessment). 
  
 

About the guide 
Susana Bustos, Ph.D., works as an integrative counselor, healer, professor, and independent researcher on entheogenic shamanic traditions of the Americas. 

She works also as a devoted mom for her beautiful daughter for over 10 years. Since 1999, Susana has been studying Vegetalismo with different healers, and was 
ritually granted to carry the Asháninkan lineage of her maestro Juan Flores in 2012. Susana offers workshops and lectures internationally. She holds an integrative 
private practice in Berkeley, California. 
 
 

Contact information 
Susana at drsusanabustos@gmail.com; (510) 689-7597; Skype ID: amazonhealer. 

 
 


